
D & L Environmental
Environmental Enforcement activities, - 1st June - 31st December 2023 (Wolverton & Greenleys Town Council)

It's been a busy few months with the transition of the new waste contract now in the hands of Suez, the changeover has had it’s issues and some are continuing, one of
the main issues I have had to deal with is residents still getting confused over which collection weeks are for the Blue/Red sacks/bins, I have obtained small sized
calendars from MKC, which I give to the residents upon speaking with re the waste,

Now with MKC not collecting side waste, (Black Sacks) there have been issues with these been left for quite a while in some cases on the streets,when in turn they get
split and litter the streets.

Also if I able unable to identify the waste producers, the yellow waste stickers that I use are a good tool to let residents know that the waste has been presented
incorrectly,

Another issue is that, when a fly tip is reported, sometimes I receive a completion email saying that it has been cleared, to resolve this I contact customer services at
MKC to investigate or contact one of the waste services officers at MKC if it doesn't get resolved.

Estate, Activities Outcome Extraordinary
Wolverton 159 waste issues investigated

From just a few black sacks to larger
items such as fridges, sofas, beds
and other furniture, shopping
trollies,

Waste out before or after collection
or blue/red sacks out on the wrong
collection day

68 Residents, I have spoken to
relating to presenting their waste
early for for collection,

5 Fly tips have been found with evidence and
are currently with MKC ECU for investigation

These resident have been given one of the
new waste recycling leaflets and the calendar
for collection days

Just a few of the issues I have dealt with,

Furze way garages, ASB issues
youths are using these garages for hanging
about in, TVP are aware, I have also notified
Neighbourhood services at MKC, but as yet
no action has been taken. UPDATE- the
garages that were open have been boarded
up and CCTV was installed by TVP to monitor
activity around the area, since this was



installed there were no more issues of fly-
tipping

Agora car park waste issue
On going issue with waste and litter not been
cleared from this area by MKC, Mandy has
spoken to Nick Hannon at MKC who is dealing
with the issues, UPDATE, This issue has now
been resolved and the carpark is now
regularly litter picked,

Fly posting around wolverton
This happened around the end of the
summer with the funfare being in MK, I went
around and removed all of the posters that I
could find.

Bedford/Oxford street waste issues
When the new waste contract was changed
over, the Black/Blue/Red sacks were not
being collected regularly, this is we believe
was due to the properties being houses not
flats, but the homes in these streets had
opted to continue with the sack system, after
a few emails from myself and the residents
of these street, it was resolved eventually,
I did also speak to a few residents about the
correct presentation of their waste outside
the property boundaries and not the walls at
the bottom of the streets, I also installed
some signage on the wall to enforce this,

Cemetery Homeless person,
I received a report from a resident to say
there was homeless person living in the
cemetery and washing from the standpipe,
i visited on several occasions at varying times,
and found evidence of clothing and toiletries,



but unfortunately I didn't come across this
person and a short while later, the issue
stopped

Greenleys 132 fly-tips investigated and
reported to MKC for removal,

Waste out before or after collection I have spoken to 37 residents about
waste out early procedures
Blue/Red sacks out on wrong week

4 Flytips found with evidence and 2 reported
to MKC ECU for further investigation ,
2, I was able to speak to the residents
concerned and dealt with on the spot

These resident have been given one of the
new waste recycling leaflets and the calendar
for collection days

Just a few of the issues I have dealt with

Calvards croft dumped mattress at rear of
property,
I spoke to the resident who placed the
mattress at the rear of her property expecting
MKC to remove it free of charge, I explained
that she must put it back onto her property
and arrange collection either privately of via a
paid collection or MKC,

Haywards construction waste
lots of construction waste dumped on grass
verge leading up to Pinders croft, spoke to
resident of the property who informed that
his contractor would be clearing the waste
within a few days , when I checked the next
day, the waste had been cleared,

Lamberts Croft waste out early
spoke to a few residents in lamberts croft re
putting the waste sacks out early for
collection, also gave them waste leaflets and
calendars



Stonebridge

Stacey Bushes

three large Fly tips

50 Fly tipping investigated,

these were hidden behind the trees
line that runs along the V6Grafton
street

Reported to MKC to be removed,

Spoken to 32 residents due to waste
out early, re-educated them on the
correct procedures and collection
days,

these had been there for a while but due to
the autumn leaves dropping they were
exposed,
looks like they gained access from Fingle,
Drive, I reported these to MKC for removal
and they were removed

All have been cleared

Just a few of the issues I have dealt with

Pallets dumped by the shops,
Ash noticed some pallets appearing by the
shops on the grass verge, i visited the shop on
Briar hill and spoke to the shopkeeper who
admitted to them being his, i explained to
him that if he continued to leave his pallets
there that we pursue a prosecution for fly
tipping, this has since resolved the issue

Myrtle bank waste out on wrong week,
found some red sacks out on the wrong
week, spoke to resident concerned, who
argued with me that it was correct week,
I showed him the calender he then realised it
was his mistake ,

Hodge lea 23 Flytips investigated

waste out early/wrong days

All reported to MKC for removal,

spoken to 6 residents re waste
procedures

None have been found with evidence



FPN issued 4 FPNs have been issued by MKC ECU due to
my initial investigations by myself

ASB Fast gas canisters As from 8th November a law has
been passed to make possession of
Nos canisters if it is to be wrongfully
inhaled classifying it as Class C Drug,
under the Misuse Of Drugs Act 1971

this has seemed to have done the trick in our
area, as i've only come across 43 in the area,
I suspect this may increase a little with the
lighter nights

WGTC Caretakers I liaised closely Ash & Alec and have
regular catch ups with them to do
with waste issues around the local
areas, they are my eyes and hears
on the days when I am not working
for WGTC ,
and now Alec has left im looking to
working with Aah and the new
caretaker Garreth

We are still using our waste stickers which has
become a valuable tool in tackling waste
issues across the area,

Abandoned Vehicles 26 vehicles investigated and
reported to MKC AV

20 have been removed 2 of them were not abandoned and fully
legal, they had not moved for a while
2 are now fully legal
1 was a stolen moped
1 had its registration plates stolen off it

WhatsApp I use this app for residents to tell me
about any waste around the areas,

this group is popular with resident
who can report issues and send me
photos

Still going strong with this group, I still get
regular contact from residents regarding
waste and other issues,
i have a few resident who are not on the
Whatsapp group who prefer to either call
myself or text any issues they may have

Dog Fouling Outcome
Regular dog fouling patrols Regular patrols around the Town council areas meeting with other dog walkers chatting about areas of concern to do with

dog fouling,I have put up some new no dog fouling signs where needed,
informing the office when the dog bins are overflowing etc

Regular patrols I continue to patrol all the areas covered by WGTC, including Wolverton Mill/old Wolverton/Stonebridge on the lookout
for dog fouling, fly tipping etc,
Checking hot spots, this i do on foot, or when checking completed jobs by MKC , in my vehicle, to save time,




